Comment Set C.185: Jennifer Beeler

Dear John Boccio | Marian Kadota,

I am writing to you about the Transmission lines that are going from Pardée, Vincent and the Antelope Substation. There is already inexistence, a 220 line tying all these stations together. Pardée to Vincent already has a conductor for 500. I have talked to someone at Edison that admitted these lines are not needed now. They are for future development. People have stopped buying homes and builders are laying off worker.

Where is the Study or report that this new needed lines 500 line, with new routes are needed? Why are we destroying communities and fores for proposed development?

By the time the new home developments are in, we should be switching over to more solar power.

The developers need to be accountable for their own need for power. Edison has a homeowner solar plan that the power company puts in solar panels and hooks them up to the grid. The homeowner pays half the expense & gets to sell.
back whatever energy the homeowner does not use. Developers could put the cost into their final bill.
If the report comes back that declares the 500 line is needed now, then let's follow the already 220 established routes & not take out forest & communities.

Thank you
Jennifer Beeler
PO Box 713
Geona Valley CA 93551
(661)270-0410
Response to Comment Set C.185: Jennifer Beeler

C.185-1 Thank you for your comments regarding the proposed Project and Alternative 5. Your comments will be shared with the decision-makers who are reviewing the Project and alternatives at the USDA Forest Service and the CPUC. Please see Section A for a detailed discussion of the Purpose and Need for the proposed Project. Please note that there is no existing 220-kV line between the Antelope Substation and the Pardee Substation.